
There’s Simply Nothing
More Efficient*

More Comfort, Less Ducts – Discover Carrier® Ductless.

WHOLE HOME

 72°

BEDROOM

 70°

We’ve built our units to deliver all the benefits you want and to 
perform under the harshest conditions. Carrier® Ductless Systems 
can be installed in rooms that need it most. Warm drafty bedrooms. 
Cool stifling corners. Make sunrooms, garages and renovations  
more comfortable in an easy and convenient way.

As the inventor of modern air conditioning, Carrier is always 
thinking of ways to take your comfort to the next level. Any 
room in your home can become a comfortable space that’s 
all your own with our newest Carrier® Ductless System.

Occupancy Sensor
When your unit pays attention, you save energy. Carrier® High Wall  
Ductless Systems have occupancy sensors that can detect a person in a 
room, directing airflow either toward or away from them. Or, when someone 
leaves the room, the unit can shut down, saving you energy and money.

Humidity Control
Comfort is more than temperature. It also incorporates 
the balance of  moisture in the air. Our Ductless units allow 
you to precisely control the humidity levels in each space 
without the hassle and maintenance of  portable units.

Wi-Fi® Connectivity
Command your Ductless systems from afar. Through Wi-Fi® 
connection you can control multiple Ductless units on your 
mobile device. Your system will also be compatible with 
third-party thermostats.*

*Thermostats with 24V interface. 

WI-FI®

CONNECTIVITY
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COOLING

FLEXIBLE
APPLICATION

* According to system ratings maintained by AHRI as of  January 22, 2018 in accordance with the AHRI Unitary Small Equipment Operations Manual.

The 9,000 BTUh single zone ductless has a 42 SEER Rating.

Contact a Carrier® Ductless dealer

who can help provide solutions that meet your

unique needs and your budget.

UP TO
15 HSPF
HEATING

Carrier Delivers
Room–by–Room Comfort
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